Choosing a product based on breed or weight alone often leads to a poor fit. Accurate measuring is a must to ensure that you’ve chosen the right size for your pet or patient. Keep in mind that you should ideally be able to slip two fingers in between the measuring tape and the pet’s body.

**SIZING GUIDE**

**SNOUT CIRCUMFERENCE:** Wrap a soft measuring tape around the widest part of the snout.

*Products:* KVP Soft Muzzle, Baskerville Ultra Muzzle™

**NECK CIRCUMFERENCE:** Wrap a soft measuring tape around the pet’s neck, where their collar would sit.

*Products:* Most Classic and Premium KVP E-Collars

**CHEST CIRCUMFERENCE:** Measure around the fullest point of the pet’s chest, just behind their front legs.

*Products:* Recova Shirt™, Lift ‘Em Up Harness - Front

**WAIST CIRCUMFERENCE:** Measure around the narrowest point of the pet’s waist, behind their ribs.

*Products:* Lift ‘Em Up Harness - Rear, SnuggEase™ Diapers, KVP Cura™ Hip Dysplasia Garment

**UPPER THIGH CIRCUMFERENCE:** Wrap a soft measuring tape around the fullest part of the thigh.

*Products:* Balto® CCL Brace, Caerus™ CCL Brace (Separates)

**LOWER THIGH CIRCUMFERENCE:** Wrap a soft measuring tape around the area below the pet’s knee, above their hock.

*Products:* Balto® CCL Brace

**COLLAR DEPTH:** Measure the distance from the pet’s nose to the base of their neck, just before their shoulder blade.

*Products:* Most Classic and Premium KVP e-collars

**COLLAR DEPTH (CERVICAL COLLARS):** Measure from the base of the pet’s ear to the top of their shoulder blade.

*Products:* Bite Free™, BiteNot™

**SNOUT LENGTH:** Measure the dog’s snout from below the eyes to the tip of the nose.

*Products:* Baskerville Ultra Muzzle™

**BODY LENGTH:** Measure from the pet’s shoulder to the base of their tail.

*Products:* Recova Shirt™ KVP Back Bracer

**TIBIAL LENGTH:** Measure the distance between the pet’s knee and their hock.

*Products:* All Caerus™ Braces